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A 4th sterile neutrino ?

‣ LSND
‣ MiniBooNE
‣ Reactor anomaly
‣ Gallium anomaly

A handful of anomalies with 3-4 σ:

→ 4th light neutrino with eV-range mass ?

Hints from cosmology: new radiation dofs improve:

‣ Consistency between PLANCK CMB T data, galaxy and 
cluster data  [Hamann et al ’13, Wyman et al ’14, Batye et al ’14]

‣ Tensor-scalar ratio and BICEP2 B-mode polarization           
[Archidiacono et al ’14, Dvorkin et al ’14, Zhang et al ’14]
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A 4th sterile neutrino ?

Appearance-disappearance 
tension

Evidences vs. null results     
combined

[Kopp, Machado, Maltoni, Schwetz, 2014]
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A 4th sterile neutrino ?

Evidence for light sterile v is partly conflicting!
‣ May be wrong!
‣ May hint towards deviations from the usual 

oscillation mechanism!
‣ Sterile neutrinos as messengers of exciting new 

physics?

E = p + m2/2E + new terms

Attractive candidate:  Altered dispersion relations 

‣ Exotic matter effects, new interactions [Nelson...]

‣ Lorentz violation [Kostelecky....]

‣ Shortcuts in extra dimensions [Päs, Pakvasa, Weiler...]
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Altered dispersion relations
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Altered dispersion relations with 3+1 neutrinos

‣ 2 mass eigenstates with diverging effective masses!
‣ Diverging Δm2’s
‣ Fast oscillations: 

‣ Contrary to matter effects: Sterile neutrino Lorentz 
violation strictly constrained by atmospheric v L/E   

But: take a closer look at shortcuts in extra dimensions!

[Marfatia, Päs, Pakvasa, Weiler, 2012]
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Shortcuts from asymmetrically warped spacetime

extra dimension

"our brane"

warped parallel hypersurface

warp

warp

Text

Consider an asymmetrically warped extra dimension 
with a sterile neutrino in the bulk

‣ Shrinks space parallel 
to the brane

‣ Allows for shortcuts 
in the extra 
dimension!

[Chung, Freese, 1999, 2000]

[Csaki, Erlich, Grojean, 2001]
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Geodesics: oscillating around the brane

‣ Shortcut “switched on 
and off” during 
propagation

[Hollenberg, Micu, Päs, Weiler, 2009]

Shortcuts from asymmetrically warped spacetime
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Resonant conversion
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‣ Shortcut “switched on 
and off”→ new 
baseline effect

‣ MSW analogue: 
resonant conversion

Compatible with 
atmospheric L/E? [Päs, Sicking, Supsar, work in progress]
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Astrophysical Flavor Ratios

Expectation pion 
source:

Flavor Ratio at the 
source: 1:2:0

Maximal νμ-ντ mixing: 
Decoherence →

Flavor Ratio:                   
1:1:1 at Earth

Flavor Ratio 
Best Fit:

1:0:0

[Mena, Palomares-Ruiz, Vincent, 2014]

Altered 
dispersion 
relations?
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Astrophysical Flavor Ratios

Level crossing: shortcut 
parameter has to be 

large enough?

Adiabaticity ?

1:0:0 possible in large 
regions of parameter 

space

[Aeikens, Päs, Sicking, work in progress]
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Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
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Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

Small ERes allows 
for large mixing!

[Aeikens, Päs, work in progress]
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Summary

‣ Several 3-4 σ evidences for sterile neutrinos
‣ Partially in conflict with each other & bounds
‣ Shortcuts in extra dimensions:                                        

energy & baseline dependence, resonant conversion 
‣ v oscillation fits?
‣ Strong effect on astrophysical flavor ratios
‣ Way out from BBN constraints
‣ Non-standard v properties should be explored 

theoretically while searching for a solution to 
neutrino anomalies!  


